
CSCE 4430 Programming Languages Exam 2

Choose 2 out of the following 3 problems for 15 points each. Submit via blackboard 1 zipped file 
containing all your answers. Should that fail, e-mail that to the grader. Should that fail, 
submit a USB or a paper copy in class.

1) A Java program working on a graph algorithm uses the following class to represent vertices:

public class V {

  public V(
    int id, // int defining the position of the vertex in an array of vertices
    String label, // meaningful to humans name given to this node
    int[] incoming, // set of ids of incoming edges
    int outgoing[], // set of ids of outgoing edges
    double rank)    // value in 0..1 computed by a ranking algorithm
    {
       // more code here
    }
  }

Complete a constructor that builds an object belonging to the class, then write a toString method 
showing a human readable representation of its content and a "main" method in the class for 
testing them. Add the result of running your program as a /* */ comment at the end of your file. 
What improvements you can find in Scala or Swift that make writing the equivalent code in one of 
those languages shorter and simpler. Add your answer as a /* */ comment at the end of the file.

2) A Haskell program has the following definitions

worm = 1:2:3:worm
eel = [1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3]
snake = 3:2:1:snake
whale = [1..100]

Add a function "which" (defined from list of integers to strings) that works as follows

*Main> which worm
"worm"
*Main> which eel
"eel"
*Main> which snake
"snake"
*Main> which whale
"whale"

More precisely, you will need to write a function that recognizes which of the 4 lists is given 
to it as input and then it returns its name. You do not need to worry what the function would 
return if a list other than worm, eel, snake or whale is given to it.

3) A Prolog list of keys and values contains terms as follows:

   [item(Key1,Value1),item(Key2,Value2),...,item(KeyN,ValueN)]

Unfortunately the list is not sorted and it is possible that a key occurs in it multiple times.

Implement the following Prolog predicates (5 points each), and you are welcome to use any SWI-
Prolog library predicates you need.

a) value_for_key(KeyValueList,Key, Value), that given a list of key-value items and a key, 
returns (by possibly backtracking) each of the values associated to a key

b) clean_up_key(Key,KeyValueList, CleanedKeyValueList) that removes all the items associated to 
the given Key 

c) popular_key(KeyValueList, PopularKey), that returns the Key that has the most distinct values 
associated to it.


